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As the Chinese national economy is developing rapidly in recent years, the 
number of people who require taking the planes for either business or tourism in daily 
life is exponential increasing.The passenger carriage ability of the Chinese civil 
aviation industry is facing high-speed growth trend.The state-owned aviation 
companies have dominant position after the big three airlines group recombination 
and go public in2002At the same time,the local and the private aviation enterprises 
are increasing their capital investment to expand capacity scale that they would like to 
catch more share of the market. 
As the transport volume scale improve, each air companies’ competition become 
more and more fierce because of the heavily overlapped airline. How to improve 
airlines management level?How to create the airline’s unique competitive or even as 
the core competitiveness? In the practical management,the introduction of revenue 
management system for auxiliary decision is imperative  
Group passengers’ revenue is an important part of the whole income which 
directly effect to the airline’s profitability.Xiamen Airlines original group passengers 
‘centralized management’ model is unique and also holding a leading position in the 
Chinese civil aviation industry.The airlines is using the group passenger revenue 
management system, which involves ‘tariff formulation, seat allocation and the O&D 
management’ acting as the decision-maker to guide the company’s production 
management.  
The work within this article describes how to use the Revenue Management 
System to improve the management ability of the aviation industry.Firstly,based on 
the empirical analysis method, in introduction of “P-D-C-A” management cycle way 
to introduce each node, analyze the revenue management’s work process.Secondly, 
according to the qualitative analysis method, the difference of the nature of group 
















analysis the situation of the different routes and completion so as to develop tariffs for 
the group passengers demand and the rational allocation of seats.Last but not the 
least,depend on the static comparison of the various operational indicators at some 
point and then following combined with the dynamic prediction of the revenue 
management system,the static analysis and dynamic analysis methods were employed 
to predict future flights,which can optimize the management of the freight,seats and 
voyage earnings. 
The group passenger revenue management of Xiamen airlines has accumulated 
lots of valuable experience.However, as the fierce market completion of aviation 
enterprises is increasing more serious and the Xiamen airlines itself is exponential 
developing, the mode of operation studied in this article still has its limitation on the 
future development of the aviation industry. 
Therefore, it is quite important to optimize Revenue Management mode of 
operation based on the market changes in a timely manner.Furthermore, the intelligent 
decision-making of the Revenue Management computer system is particularly 
required being improved to develop the overall level of Revenue Management. 
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第一章  引言 



































第二节  研究对象及目的 
厦门航空（以下简称：厦航）自 1984 年成立以来，是迄今为止国内唯一连
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